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                                                            Previous studies suggested that aspirin provided some protection against VTE.1,2 However, the role of antiplatelet agents in venous thrombus initiation or propagation is still discussed. With recent studies highlighting a possible link between arterial diseases and venous thrombosis,3,4 new perspectives exist for the role of antiplatelet drugs in the management of VTE. We focused on the association between antiplatelet drug exposure and risk for a first venous thromboembolic event using a case-control study of hospitalized patients, and taking into account other potential associations.
Methods of the case-control study have been described in detail elsewhere.5 Briefly, all patients ≥18 years hospitalized with a well-documented symptomatic VTE, were eligible for enrolment. For this report, we retained only outpatients, i.e. patients admitted for the VTE and selected those with a first venous thromboembolic event not related to major acquired risk factors, i.e. in the absence of surgery, plaster cast, pregnancy or delivery in the past three months, or active cancer. Controls were matched to the cases by age, gender and had no major acquired risk factors of VTE. Subjects with a previous episode of VTE or lifelong anticoagulant therapy were not eligible as controls. The protocol was approved by our institutional scientific and ethics board.
Cases and controls were interviewed during their hospital stay in a one-to-one standardized way. Atherothrombosis was defined as a past or recent history of either myocardial infarction or stroke or lower limb arteriopathy. For cases and controls drug exposure was defined as current use of drugs at the time of admission. All drugs recorded had to be taken at admission for more than one week. We retained as antiplatelet agents: aspirin (daily dose from 75 to 300 mg), dipyridamole and thienopyridines. We also recorded the use of lipid-lowering drugs, and the use of anti-inflammatory drugs: non steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) other than aspirin, and steroids. The reliability of our study database concerning drug exposure was validated by comparison to information provided by the National Health Service of France. A matched case control design was used to estimate relative risks of VTE according to drug exposure. Multivariate conditional logistic regression was performed to adjust for atherothrombosis and statin use, suspected as the main confounding factors, and for all other potential confounders detected through the univariate analysis.
[image: ]

Table 1.Characteristics of cases and matched controls.
[image: ]

Table 2.Matched conditional odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals for venous thromboembolism in relation to drugs of interest.
Four hundred and two cases were included in this analysis. Baseline characteristics are shown in Table 1.
Table 2 shows estimated risks for VTE in relation to the various drugs recorded for this report. One control used an association of aspirin + thienopyridine. None of the patients used dipyridamole alone, and 2 controls were current users of an association aspirin + dipyridamole. Aspirin use was associated with a significant 50% decreased risk of VTE (OR=0.50, 95% CI 0.34–0.74). Neither thienopyridines, nor NSAIDs and steroids were associated with the risk of VTE.
The multivariate conditional logistic regression adjusting on statin use, atherothrombosis, chronic pulmonary disease, BMI, and family history of VTE did not alter the association between aspirin and VTE (OR=0.40, 95% CI 0.24–0.68). This association did not significantly differ across age groups or according to gender (Breslow-Day test values were 0.84 and 0.79 respectively).
Our data suggested that aspirin use was associated with a significant decreased risk of a first VTE not related to major acquired risk factor, and this association remained significant after adjustment on statin use and atherothrombotic disease. No association was found with thienopyridines neither with NSAIDs nor with steroids, suggesting particular properties of aspirin in VTE.
Our results were consistent with those of the Antiplatelet Trialists’ Collaboration meta-analysis and the Pulmonary Embolism Prevention (PEP) trial suggesting a risk reduction of VTE with aspirin of about 40%.1,2 In the meta-analysis, the use of antiplatelet therapy significantly reduced the risk of VTE by 39% in high-risk medical patients or in patients undergoing orthopedic or general surgery.1 Among the patients with hip fracture from the PEP trial, allocation to aspirin produced proportional reductions in PE of 43% (95% CI 18–60; p=0.002) and in symptomatic DVT of 29% (95% CI 3–48; p=0.03).2 Recently Glynn et al. reported the results of a randomized study evaluating the effect of long-term low dose aspirin treatment on VTE occurrence in healthy women.6 They found only a slight non-significant association between aspirin and unprovoked VTE (hazard ratio was 0.90, 95% CI 0.70–1.16). However, in the subgroup of older patients (≥65 years), more comparable with our population, the association was strengthened (hazard ratio 0.67, 95% CI 0.45–1.01).
Aspirin can be used as an anti-inflammatory drug, especially at high daily dose. Consequently, the association between aspirin and VTE could be explained, at least in part, by the anti-inflammatory properties of aspirin. However, in this report, aspirin was used at low dose and neither NSAIDs nor steroids were associated with a lower risk of VTE.
Antithrombotic properties of aspirin implies the inhibition of platelet cyclooxygenase 1 (COX-1) and consequently thromboxane A2 (TXA2) synthesis. Nevertheless, antithrombotic efficacy of aspirin is not limited to its antiplatelet effect and to TXA2 synthesis inhibition, even if these effects are essential.7 Aspirin could modulate the formation of thrombin, the key factor of blood coagulation. Szczeklik and colleagues have shown that aspirin, contrary to other antiplatelet drugs including ticlopidine, depressed thrombin formation in clotting blood.8 Furthermore, they suggested that delay of thrombin generation by aspirin seemed unrelated to its inhibition of platelet COX.
The protective effect of aspirin as regards the risk of VTE remains questionable. The two ongoing studies, ASPIRE and WARFASA, that aim to determine the potential benefit of low-dose aspirin compared to placebo after initial anticoagulation to prevent recurrent symptomatic VTE could probably provide interesting data.9
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